The C.SCOPE 4Pi
The ‘Beach’ Specialist
The CS4Pi is an extremely powerful metal detector designed
for use where most other detectors struggle, on the beach.
The ‘switch-on-and-go’ principle makes the CS4Pi a joy to use for
anyone, even if they’ve never used a detector before. Just compare
that with some of our competitors whose machines require
all sorts of complicated adjustments to work on wet salt beaches.
The CS4Pi has a distinctive cleverly designed control box which
can quickly be detached from the stem and belt mounted around
the body.
If you want to be the one to recover a share of the tons of valuables
lost on beaches each year, the CS4Pi has got to form part of your
detecting kit. The CS4Pi is an ever ready back-up to whatever
detector you are regularly using now. The thing is, we think you’ll
end up preferring the back-up detector!
The CS4Pi is a high performance treasure finding tool which can
perform its specialised functions better than some competitors
machines at five times the price.

Unbeatable wet sand
performance.
Find what others miss!

FREE
UK mainland
delivery for all online
detector orders

If you want to get serious
about beach detecting,
it doesn't matter what
detector you are using now,
you have to get yourself
a CS4PI.

My sincere advice is
"don't mess around
with so-called
dual purpose machines.
These will only give you
mediocre beach
performance.
Get yourself
the beach specialist.
For the little money
it costs to get a CS4PI,
you can't afford not to".

CS4Pi SPECIFICATION
WEIGHT 1.45 kg including batteries
FREQUENCY 1 - 5 kHz
MODE Pulse Induction Motion
Microprocessor filtering and processing of signals
On/Off tune and frequency adjustable settings
LED and Audio target indicator.
POWER 8 Alkaline 1.5 volt AA or rechargeable NiMH pack.
Battery life approximately 10 hours.
Waterproof sealed battery compartment with easy fit large
knurled nut locking.

Designed and manufactured in the UK the quality, ruggedness and perfect lightweight balance
of a C.SCOPE detector is second to none.
This quality is allied to C.Scope’s legendary
customer service and an unequalled warranty.

SEARCH HEAD
10” (25cm) concentric - supplied as STANDARD
CONTROL BOx in rugged pressure tested ABS moulding.
Hipmount facility.
TWO PART STEM with cam knurled nut locking and length
adjustment. GRP lower stem with ultra strong bolt to the
search head.
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